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Feminine 
off-shoulder

dress
striking a balance 
between ladylike 

and skin-revealing.
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Volume 
Blouse

Puff sleeves
Focus on feature sleeves to update the feminine blouse with puff, 
volume and angel shapes emerging as key directions for the coming seasons.

Top-DKT190190
Bottom-DKT190190
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Soft femininity
Balance this overtly feminine and demure 
aesthetic with skin-revealing by spaghetti straps 
and ties, also leg-revealing side-splits to inject
newness into this tried-and-tested silhouette.

Summer 
       Silhouettes

Top-DKT190096

DKT190100

Bottom-DKT190097
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Top-DKT190154
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Smocking Blouse

Soft femininity
feminine aesthetic which will sit well within
formalwear, workwear and modest-wear ranges 
but also for festival and high summer looks.

Top-DKT190151

Top-DKT190153

Bottom-DKT190117

Bottom-DKT190034
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Top-DKT190029
Bottom-DKT190034
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Breezy 
summer 
styles

Top-DKT190175
Bottom-DKT190180
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Ribbed constructions.

Soft femininity
Slip silhouettes and sleeveless are all seen, 

with gauges and fabrics ranging from 
heavier and thicker for transitional drops 

to lightweight iterations for breezy summer styles.Top-L190017
Bottom-L190020
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Wraparound blouse
wraparound blouse offer a trendled
design aesthetic while preserving a familiar
and wearable appeal

Top-L190003
Bottom-L180027
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Romantic EscapeTop-L190006
Bottom-L180040
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Cutout mock neck top

Mock neck top are paired with deep V-necklines 
and wide sleeves detail, subtly baring the skin for 

a peek-a-boo effect.

L190008

L190017
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Pretty Sheers

Soft, tactile textures make up graceful and 
delicate patterns through lace and 

jacquard techniques
L190004
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Complement metallic shine 
with texture through sequins,

 multicoloured geometric pattern 
tap into summer vibrancy.

Top-DKT19015
Bottom-DMRD660035
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Offer new opportunities by emphasising 
the female form in sophisticated shapes 

that run close to the body and 
capture the feminine mood 

with waisted shapes.

L190014
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Fancy velvet

L180032
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Romantic Escape

Volume Sleeve Dress
soft, feminine dresses with subtle volume 
sleeves continue to do well, with side splits 
details coming through as the newest update.

DKT190075

DKT190123
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Soften the tailored look with easy add-ons such as 
the little frills and waist tie.

Innovative shirt dress

L190010
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L190015

Top-L190022
Bottom-L170223
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Mock neck + cold shoulder
Mock neck dress paired with cold shoulder and tied sleeves 
detail, brings out the feminine look that will resonate best for 
breezy high-summer range.L190009
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DAKOTA INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD.
Flat A&B, 3/F Fast Industrial Building,

658 Castle Peak Road, Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel : (852)2417 0768

http://www.dakota.com.hk/

Looking forward to hearing from you
Contact us if you have any queries

Email : janus.luk@dakota.com.hk
             marcus.lo@dakota.com.hk


